
you are on a first date, sharing information about yourself with the other person.
Should you disclose every positive quality you have about yourself, no matter how
minimally positive it might be? If you think your date uses an additive model,
the answer is yes; no matter how minimally positive the quality is, your date will like
you more if you bring this quality to his or her attention (“and I always squeeze the
toothpaste tube from the bottom.”). The averaging model says yes only if your impres-
sion is already so low that disclosing this quality makes you look good by comparison.
I leave it up to you to decide which of these situations characterizes your usual first date.

3. The Weighted Averaging Model

A final elemental model was proposed by N. H. Anderson and Jacobson (1965; see
also N. H. Anderson & Barrios, 1961). This model, known as the weighted averag-
ing model, assumes that important traits receive more weight than do unimportant
traits when people combine information about a person to form an overall impression.
To calculate our impression, we (1) assign an importance weight to each trait, (2) mul-
tiply each trait term by its importance weight, (3) sum these products, and (4) divide
this sum by the sum of the importance weights. Formally:

Impressions � [�(tk � wk)] � �(wk)

Where t � Trait rating for attribute k, and w � Importance weight given to attribute k.
The formula looks imposing, but it is really quite simple. To illustrate its use, we’ll

examine how it explains the primacy effect in the impression formation process. A
primacy effect occurs when information we first learn about a person is more conse-
quential than information we learn at a later time. For example, people express greater
liking for a person described as sincere, honest, irresponsible, and phony than a per-
son described as phony, irresponsible, honest, and sincere (note that the latter set of
terms is merely the reverse order of the former) (e.g., N. H. Anderson, 1965b; N. H.
Anderson & Barrios, 1961; Asch, 1946; Luchins, 1957).

The weighted averaging model explains the effect by assuming that the importance
of each trait decreases in a linear fashion, with the first trait being the most impor-
tant and the last trait being the least important. Table 4.4 illustrates this model. After
assigning an importance rating to each trait according to its ordinal position, we mul-
tiply each trait rating by its importance weight to derive a weighted sum. We then
sum these products, and divide by the sum of the importance weights. In this man-
ner, we can explain why a person described by descending positivity is liked more
than a person described by ascending positivity.
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TABLE 4.3 Comparing an Additive Model and an Averaging Model
of the Impression Formation Process

Terry Likability Rating Chris Likability Rating

Sincere 5.73 Sincere 5.73
Ambitious 4.84 Ambitious 4.84
Artistic 4.00
� 14.57 10.57
Average 4.86 5.29
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